Abstract: A Moon-based Earth radiation observatory (MERO) could provide a longer-term continuous measurement of radiation exiting the Earth system compared to current satellite-based observatories. In order to parameterize the detector for such a newly-proposed MERO, the evaluation of the instrument's entrance pupil irradiance (EPI) is of great importance. The motivation of this work is to build an EPI estimating model for a simplified single-pixel MERO instrument. The rationale of this model is to sum the contributions of every location in the MERO-viewed region on the Earth's top of atmosphere (TOA) to the MERO sensor's EPI, taking into account the anisotropy in the longwave radiance at the Earth TOA. Such anisotropy could be characterized by the TOA anisotropic factors, which can be derived from the Clouds and the Earth's Radiant Energy System (CERES) angular distribution models (ADMs). As an application, we estimated the shortwave (SW) (0.3-5 µm) and longwave (LW) (5-200 µm) EPIs for a hypothetic MERO instrument located at the Apollo 15 landing site. Results show that the SW EPI varied from 0 to 0.065 W/m 2 , while the LW EPI ranged between 0.061 and 0.075 W/m 2 from 1 to 29 October, 2017. We also utilized this model to predict the SW and LW EPIs for any given location within the MERO-deployable region (region of 80.5 • W-80.5 • E and 81.5 • S-81.5 • N on the nearside of the Moon) for the future 18.6 years from October 2017 to June 2036. Results suggest that the SW EPI will vary between 0 and 0.118 W/m 2 , while the LW EPI will range from 0.056 to 0.081 W/m 2 . Though the EPI estimating model in this study was built for a simplistic single-pixel instrument, it could eventually be extended and improved in order to estimate the EPI for a multi-pixel MERO sensor.
Introduction
The balance between the incoming solar radiation and the outgoing radiation is the driving force of the Earth's climate system. The incoming radiation mainly comes from solar radiation, while the outgoing radiation takes two forms: reflected solar shortwave (SW) radiation and longwave infrared (LW) radiation. Spaceborne platforms can provide global radiation observations, which are crucially needed for the Earth Radiation Budget (ERB) study. Thus, ERB research deeply relies on the development of space technology [1, 2] . Since the early 1970s, several missions dedicated to the observation of Earth's outgoing radiations have been launched. The Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) wide-field-of-view (WFOV) radiometer onboard the Earth Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS) provided a 15-year (1984-1999) high-quality record of the Earth's radiant energy. It mainly measured the flux of SW and LW radiation at the Earth's top of atmosphere (TOA) [3] [4] [5] .
and the follow-on parameterization for a MERO sensor. The objective of this study is to build a model to estimate the EPIs of a MERO instrument. Section 2 is dedicated to presenting the model features, the detailed construction process, and the utilized satellite-based data. In Section 3, we present the model applications which estimated the EPIs for a hypothetic MERO located at the Apollo 15 landing site and predicted the EPIs for any given location MERO within the MERO deployable region over an 18.6-year period. Our conclusions are presented in Section 4.
Model

General Features
Unlike a low-orbit satellite platform, since the Moon-Earth distance (385,000 km on average) is about 60 times greater than the Earth's mean radius (6400 km), a MERO would have a near half-globe coverage. This means that the MERO-viewed area on the Earth will have a significant curvature. Such characteristics would result in a great effect on building the MERO sensor's EPI estimating model. Due to the Moon's orbit motion and the Earth's rotation, the spatial distribution of the near-half area viewed by a MERO on the Earth is a temporal variable. Furthermore, as the Moon-Earth system orbits the Sun, it would, in general, contain a spatially varying Sun-lit part (both emitting LW and reflecting solar SW radiation to a MERO) and a non-sunlit portion (only emitting LW radiation) (see Figure 1 ). These will result in temporal variations of the MERO sensor's SW and LW EPIs due to the difference in the outward radiations of different Earth locations. Thus, to derive the EPIs, the temporal-spatial distribution of the MERO-viewed area at the Earth TOA and its sunlit portion should first be derived. Since the scope of a MERO covers nearly half of the globe instantaneously, the curvature of such a hemispheric surface will result in the difference in geometries of different top of atmosphere (TOA) sites towards the MERO such as the distance and the viewing zenith angle (see Figure 1 ), and this geometry difference will lead to a distinction in the contributions of different TOA sites in the MERO-viewed region to the MERO sensor's SW and LW EPIs. As a preliminary step, only a single-pixel detector with an all-time near-half-globe scope, which has a SW broadband channel (0.3-5 µm) for measuring reflected solar radiation and a LW broadband (5-200 µm) channel for measuring Earth-emitted thermal radiation, is considered to be deployed in the MERO instrument. To obtain a MERO sensor's EPI, we subdivided the MERO-viewed area at the Earth TOA into finite geographic elements, and summed up the individual contributions of these elements to the MERO sensor's EPI. In this paper, such individual contributions were derived through the radiance from the subdivided TOA area to the MERO sensor with some geometric parameters by utilizing the radiation transfer function, which uses the radiance, cosine weighting and solid angle to calculate the radiation transferred from an emitter to a receiver. Therefore, the calculation of the TOA radiance toward MERO is the core part of this model, which can be derived from the TOA radiation flux and TOA anisotropic factors. Ideally, if the Earth TOA surface is Lambertian, the TOA radiance can be derived by TOA radiation flux/π and is isotropic, irrespective of direction. However, the actual radiance depends on the direction, which is anisotropic. Such anisotropy can be described by utilizing the TOA anisotropic factor, which is defined as actual radiance/Lambertian radiance, i.e., (actual radiance) × π/(TOA radiation flux). Thus, the actual TOA radiance can be derived by (TOA anisotropic factor) × (TOA radiation flux)/π, where the TOA radiation flux can be obtained from the satellite-based Earth TOA flux dataset, and the TOA anisotropic factors can be derived by referring to the CERES anisotropic factors. The CERES anisotropic factor is (actual TOA radiance) × π/(TOA radiation flux) and is used to convert the measured TOA radiances to the TOA radiation flux data; such usage is inverse to the utilization in our work. The CERES anisotropic factors can be generated by angular distribution models (ADMs). The CERES SW ADMs determine the SW anisotropic factors as the function of the solar zenith angle, observer zenith angle, and relative azimuth angle (defining the azimuth angle position of the observer relative to the solar plane), while the CERES LW ADMs determine the LW anisotropic factors, which depend on the observer zenith angle, since the LW anisotropy is nearly irrelative to the solar zenith angle and relative azimuth angle. Notably, the CERES ADMs have been built for a variety of scene types, and each scene type's ADMs are different. Such scene types are defined by the combination of surface type, e.g., ocean, land, with several other parameters, e.g., cloud optical depth and cloud fraction. The surface of a TOA region is defined as its directly projected area on the Earth's surface [23] [24] [25] .
The steps of our construction of the MERO's EPI model are shown in Figure 2 . The first procedure is to mesh the MERO-viewed area at the Earth TOA and to derive the temporal-spatial distribution of the sunlit and non-sunlit portions of such area by utilizing the NASA JPL Horizons Ephemeris System. The JPL Horizons System takes into accounts more than 100 different astronomical aspects, such as the elliptical shape of the lunar orbit, lunar librations, apsidal precession, lunar standstill cycle, and the Earth's axial precession and nutation [26] . Then, by retrieving the satellite-based Earth TOA flux dataset as a function of latitude and longitude, the TOA radiation flux of every grid node in the MERO-viewed area can be estimated. Additionally, the JPL Horizons can provide geometric parameters between the MERO and the MERO-viewed area at the Earth TOA such as distance and viewing zenith angle, which are crucial for the calculation of a MERO sensor's EPI. Finally, combined with the TOA anisotropic factors, the MERO sensor's EPIs are derived through the radiation transfer function. Figure 3 shows the process of deriving the time-dependent spatial distribution of the MEROviewed area and its sunlit portion at the Earth TOA. The globe is discretized in 1° latitude ⨉ 1° longitude grids since the utilized satellite-based TOA flux data in this study came from CERES datasets, of which the spatial resolution is 1° latitude ⨉ 1° longitude. The MERO viewing zenith angle β is utilized to pick out grid nodes in the MERO-viewed area on Earth by β ≤ 90°. β can be obtained by
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where L i is the MERO viewing vector of node i and N i is the normal vector (see Figure 4) . WGS-84 Cartesian coordinates of L i can be derived from
where a and b are the semi-major axis and the semi-minor axis of the Earth TOA ellipsoid, which is the WGS-84 Earth ellipsoid plus the atmosphere, respectively; e is the first eccentricity (e = √ a 2 − b 2 /a); D LE is the distance from the Earth's center O E to the MERO location L, which can be derived by multiplying the light speed by the parameter 399_ins_LT_LE (see Table 1 ) generated from the JPL Horizons System; θ V and ϕ V are the WGS-84 latitude and longitude of the sub-MERO point V, respectively, which can be derived from the JPL Horizons System generated parameters sub-MERO latitude and sub-MERO longitude (see Table 1 ). Given MERO location L, the sub-MERO point V is defined as the intersection point of the Earth reference TOA ellipsoid and the Earth-MERO connection line perpendicular to this ellipsoid (see Figure 4) . θ i and ϕ i are the WGS-84 latitude and longitude of node i, respectively, which are given by the initial meshing. N i in Equation (1) can be derived from
Thereafter, the sunlit and shadowed portions of a MERO-viewed area on Earth can be discriminated by Sun elevations (Se), which can be derived from
where S is the Sun direction vector at the input time. It can be derived from
where θ S and ϕ S are the WGS-84 latitude and longitude of the sub-solar point S at the input time. These can be achieved from the JPL Horizons System-generated parameters of sub-solar latitude and sub-solar longitude (see Table 1 ).
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Radiation Transfer Function
The rationale of this function is to sum the individual contributions of every grid node in the MERO-viewed area at the Earth TOA to the MERO instrument's EPI (see Figure 5 ). An individual contribution can be derived from the node's TOA radiation flux utilizing the radiation transfer function. Therefore, the MERO sensor's SW EPI ( ) and LW EPI ( ) can be derived through 
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The rationale of this function is to sum the individual contributions of every grid node in the MERO-viewed area at the Earth TOA to the MERO instrument's EPI (see Figure 5 ). An individual contribution can be derived from the node's TOA radiation flux utilizing the radiation transfer function. Therefore, the MERO sensor's SW EPI (ψ SW ) and LW EPI (ψ LW ) can be derived through
where Fsw i and Flw i are the TOA SW and TOA LW flux of node i, respectively, which could be derived by seeking the satellite-based TOA radiation flux data by the coordinates of node i. The coordinates of node i have been given in the spatial distribution generation process as described in Section 2.2. In our study, the CERES SYN1deg Ed4A dataset serves as the source of the satellite-based TOA flux data [27] . CERES can provide a relatively accurate measurement of multiple Earth radiation parameters and cloud properties including the SW and LW TOA outward radiation flux. The CERES has continuously collected about 18 years of data, and in the future, there will still be a series of such instruments operating onboard. This indicates that the CERES has the potential to provide the longest-term continuous Earth radiation data over recent decades. The CERES data are now widely used to help us to better understand the ERB [28] . Among all of the CERES datasets, the SYN1deg-1hourly Ed4A product could provide the highest temporal resolution for the TOA flux dataset with a 1 • latitude × 1 • longitude spatial resolution by incorporating hourly geostationary satellite (GEO) imager data and by taking advantage of additional GEO imager channels to improve the quality of the generated TOA radiation fluxes. These hourly Earth TOA flux data could help to maximize the temporal resolution of the model-derived MERO sensor's EPI [15, 27, 29] . In Equations (8) and (9), Rsw i and Rlw i are the SW and LW anisotropic factors of TOA node i, respectively, which will be described in details in Section 2.4. SL N is the set of all sunlit nodes in the MERO-viewed area at the Earth TOA and M N is the set of all grid nodes in this area. The second term cos β i A i is the size of the projected area of node i toward the MERO, where A i is the size of the area that node i represents (1 • latitude × 1 • longitude area on Earth). The third term cos
Li is the solid angle from node i to per square meter of the MERO sensor's entrance pupil surface. D Li is the distance between the MERO and node i, which is the length of L i and can be derived from Equations (2)- (4). η i is the angle between L i and the MERO instrument orientation vector L V (see Figure 5) , where L V can be used to represent the instrument's orientation since a MERO sensor always faces straight toward the sub-MERO point V. η i can be derived from
where L i can be derived from Equations (2)- (4), and L V can be derived from
where γ can be derived from Equation (4) . D LE , θ v , and ϕ v are given by the parameters 399_ins_LT_LE, sub-MERO latitude, and sub-MERO longitude, respectively, from the JPL Horizons System (see Table 1 ). is the MERO zenith angle of grid node i in the MERO-viewed area at the Earth TOA; and V is the sub-MERO point.
Earth TOA Anisotropic Factors
In our study, the TOA SW anisotropic factor ( ) and TOA LW anisotropic factor ( ) are derived with several simplifications based on the CERES ADMs: 1. Since it is not feasible for us to establish a reasonable function to characterize the SW radiance anisotropy based on the CERES ADM references [23, 25] , at this stage of research, the SW radiance exiting the Earth TOA is assumed to be isotropic, thus is 1 constantly; 2. According to the CERES LW ADMs [25] , the TOA LW anisotropic factor is determined by a set of viewing-zenith-angle-dependent functions under several scene types. We simplified these scene types as a combination of surface types (ocean, land, desert, and snow) with two cloud conditions (clear sky and cloudy sky), and the surface of a TOA node is defined as the 1° latitude × 1° longitude area at the Earth's surface directly beneath this node. The clear condition is defined by cloud coverage f ≤ 0.1%. f could be derived from the CERES SYN1deg Ed4A dataset.
For the TOA grid nodes of the ocean, land, and desert surface types, the , as the function of the MERO viewing zenith angle (β), is shown in Figure 6a . The ranges from ~0.78 to ~1.04 under the clear condition, and from ~0 to ~1.18 under the cloudy condition. A value of 1.04 implies that the actual radiance is bigger than the ideally Lambertian radiance at the nadir direction, as does the value of 1.18, while for the TOA nodes with the snow surface type, the against β under the clear condition is very similar to that under the cloudy condition (see Figure 6b) .
The surface type of every TOA grid node in the MERO-viewed area is determined using the CERES surface type data [30] , which utilize 18 categories with IDs from 1 to 18 to represent the Earth's 
In our study, the TOA SW anisotropic factor (Rsw) and TOA LW anisotropic factor (Rlw) are derived with several simplifications based on the CERES ADMs:
1.
Since it is not feasible for us to establish a reasonable function to characterize the SW radiance anisotropy based on the CERES ADM references [23, 25] , at this stage of research, the SW radiance exiting the Earth TOA is assumed to be isotropic, thus Rsw is 1 constantly; 2.
According to the CERES LW ADMs [25] , the TOA LW anisotropic factor Rlw is determined by a set of viewing-zenith-angle-dependent functions under several scene types. We simplified these scene types as a combination of surface types (ocean, land, desert, and snow) with two cloud conditions (clear sky and cloudy sky), and the surface of a TOA node is defined as the 1 • latitude × 1 • longitude area at the Earth's surface directly beneath this node. The clear condition is defined by cloud coverage f ≤ 0.1%. f could be derived from the CERES SYN1deg Ed4A dataset.
For the TOA grid nodes of the ocean, land, and desert surface types, the Rlw, as the function of the MERO viewing zenith angle (β), is shown in Figure 6a . The Rlw ranges from~0.78 to~1.04 under the clear condition, and from~0 to~1.18 under the cloudy condition. A value of 1.04 implies that the actual radiance is bigger than the ideally Lambertian radiance at the nadir direction, as does the value of 1.18, while for the TOA nodes with the snow surface type, the Rlw against β under the clear condition is very similar to that under the cloudy condition (see Figure 6b) . 
Application Results and Discussion
EPIs over the Moon's Orbital Period
As a model application, the SW and LW EPIs of a hypothetic MERO instrument located at the Figure 7c . The positive latitude means that the sub-MERO point V is on the Earth's Northern Hemisphere, whereas the negative latitude means the sub-MERO point V is on the Earth's Southern Hemisphere. Since the sub-MERO point is the center of the MERO-viewed area, the Northern-Hemisphere-located-V would imply that the MERO-viewed area at the Earth TOA is primarily situated in the Northern Hemisphere, while the SouthernHemisphere-located-V indicates that the MERO-viewed area at the Earth TOA is primarily situated in the Southern Hemisphere. A comparison of Figures 7a-c indicates that the SW EPI during the period when the sub-MERO point V is located in the Northern Hemisphere is greater than that during the Southern-Hemisphere-located-V period. This is probably because the SW reflectivity of the land is greater than that of the ocean, and the Northern Hemisphere has a larger land fraction than the Southern Hemisphere. This finding is also applicable to the LW EPI because the TOA LW flux distributions in the Northern Hemisphere and Southern Hemisphere were not symmetrical over October 2017 (see Figure 8) ; i.e., although the TOA LW flux in the 0-60°N region was symmetrical to that in the area of 0-60°S, the Arctic region had a bigger value than the Antarctic region. If the sub-MERO point (V) was in the Northern Hemisphere (more of the Arctic zone was included in the MERO-viewed area than the Antarctic zone), more LW radiation will be emitted to the MERO sensor than the scene where V was located in the Southern Hemisphere (more of the Antarctic zone was included in the MERO-viewed area than the Arctic zone), since the MERO-viewed area covers almost half of the globe. The surface type of every TOA grid node in the MERO-viewed area is determined using the CERES surface type data [30] , which utilize 18 categories with IDs from 1 to 18 to represent the Earth's surface with a spatial resolution of 1 • latitude × 1 • longitude. In our study, except for the TOA grid nodes with an ID of 15, which represented the snow surface type, others are defined as the TOA nodes with land, ocean, and desert surface types.
Application Results and Discussion
EPIs over the Moon's Orbital Period
As a model application, the SW and LW EPIs of a hypothetic MERO instrument located at the Apollo 15 landing site (selenographic coordinates: 3.628 • E, 26.133 • N) over the Moon's orbital period are evaluated. Results show that the SW EPI ranged from about 0 to 0.065 W/m 2 , while for the LW EPI, the maximum value was about 0.075 W/m 2 and the minimum was about 0.061 W/m 2 (see Figure 7a ,b). The latitude of the sub-MERO point on Earth of this hypothetical MERO over the Moon's orbital period from October 1 to October 29, 2017 is shown in Figure 7c . The positive latitude means that the sub-MERO point V is on the Earth's Northern Hemisphere, whereas the negative latitude means the sub-MERO point V is on the Earth's Southern Hemisphere. Since the sub-MERO point is the center of the MERO-viewed area, the Northern-Hemisphere-located-V would imply that the MERO-viewed area at the Earth TOA is primarily situated in the Northern Hemisphere, while the Southern-Hemisphere-located-V indicates that the MERO-viewed area at the Earth TOA is primarily situated in the Southern Hemisphere. A comparison of Figure 7a -c indicates that the SW EPI during the period when the sub-MERO point V is located in the Northern Hemisphere is greater than that during the Southern-Hemisphere-located-V period. This is probably because the SW reflectivity of the land is greater than that of the ocean, and the Northern Hemisphere has a larger land fraction than the Southern Hemisphere. This finding is also applicable to the LW EPI because the TOA LW flux distributions in the Northern Hemisphere and Southern Hemisphere were not symmetrical over October 2017 (see Figure 8) ; i.e., although the TOA LW flux in the 0-60 • N region was symmetrical to that in the area of 0-60 • S, the Arctic region had a bigger value than the Antarctic region. If the sub-MERO point (V) was in the Northern Hemisphere (more of the Arctic zone was included in the MERO-viewed area than the Antarctic zone), more LW radiation will be emitted to the MERO sensor than the scene where V was located in the Southern Hemisphere (more of the Antarctic zone was included in the MERO-viewed area than the Arctic zone), since the MERO-viewed area covers almost half of the globe. 
EPIs over the Future 18.6 Years
In order to predict SW and LW EPIs for any MERO sensor at any given location over the future 18.6 years (a major lunar standstill cycle), the previously derived EPI of the hypothetic MERO instrument located at the Apollo 15 landing site during the month of October 2017 is set as the benchmark; then, anomalies relative to this benchmark, resulting from the Earth TOA flux variation, the shift of the Moon-Earth orbit, and various MERO selenographic locations over the next 18.6 years is estimated. These three factors are evaluated for prediction since they are likely to be the predominant factors involved in the variation of a MERO sensor's EPIs. The month of October 2017 is chosen as the benchmark month since data from this period are the most recent among the CERES SYN1deg-1hourly Ed4A archive, which is the TOA flux data source for the model. Hereafter, the MERO located at the Apollo 15 landing site is abbreviated as A15 MERO.
Earth TOA Flux
Variation of the MERO sensor's EPI is sensitive to the Earth's TOA flux change. Ascertaining such sensitivity would facilitate predicting anomalies in the MERO sensor's EPI relative to the benchmark, resulting from the Earth's TOA flux perturbation in the future. We quantify this sensitivity by the MERO sensor's EPI response as a function of the uniform increase of global Earth TOA fluxes. The MERO sensor's EPI response (%) is defined as the monthly mean of the A15 MERO sensor's EPI perturbation divided by this sensor's EPI over October 2017. Therefore, for the uniform increase of different global TOA fluxes, e.g., 2 W/m 2 and 4 W/m 2 , denominators of both of their EPI responses are the same, whereas the numerator of the EPI response of 4 W/m 2 TOA flux increase is twice as large as that of 2 W/m 2 , making the EPI response in relative terms (%) to the uniform increase of global Earth TOA fluxes in absolute terms (W/m 2 ) linear for both the SW and LW. This sensitivity for SW was found to be a 1 W/m 2 global TOA flux uniform increase, resulting in about a 0.85% augmentation in the MERO sensor's EPI, whereas a 1 W/m 2 global TOA LW flux uniform increase would lead to approximately a 0.38% augmentation in the LW EPI. SW sensitivity is about twice as large as LW sensitivity, most likely because the denominator of the EPI response is the sensor's EPI, which is derived from the TOA flux (Equations (8) and (9)), as indicated by the CERES Energy Balanced and Filled (EBAF) dataset, and the global mean TOA SW flux was~100 W/m 2 , whereas the LW was 200 W/m 2 (see Figure 9 ), which would make the SW EPI response about twice as large as the LW EPI response for the same amount of uniform increase of global TOA fluxes.
As suggested by the CERES global mean TOA flux data from the CERES EBAF dataset [31] , over the past 17 years from March 2000 to October 2017, both the TOA SW and LW flux variations were periodic oscillations with a nearly stable peak-to-peak amplitude and were within -9 to 10 W/m 2 and -5 to 5 W/m 2 , respectively, relative to the value of the benchmark month of October 2017 (see Figure 9 ). This stable-peak-to-peak-amplitude periodic oscillation indicates that although there are many factors such as atmospheric aerosol changing and snow cover variation which have consequences for the TOA flux, the sum of these effects may be small. This suggests a possibility of the same periodical variation of TOA flux over the next 18.6-year lunar standstill cycle as the past 17 years. Therefore, when considering the sensitivity depicted above, it can be concluded that the corresponding MERO sensor's SW and LW EPI anomalies would be within −7.65 to 8.50% and −1.90 to 1.90 % relative to the benchmark, respectively, over the period from October 2017 to June 2036. 
The Moon-Earth Orbit
Due to the variation of the angle between the orbit of the Moon and the Earth's Equator (18.30° to 28.60°, 18.6-year cycle), a MERO-viewed area on Earth appears to shake up and down during an 18.6-year lunar standstill cycle, which will result in differences between the MERO sensor's EPI at different Moon orbital periods. Furthermore, the apsidal precession (8.7-year cycle) of the Moon's orbit would also lead to such differences. In order to characterize the anomaly in the MERO's EPI relative to the benchmark resulting from the shift of the Moon-Earth orbit, the distribution of the Earth TOA flux is assumed as temporally constant, since the Earth TOA flux temporal variation can also cause a change to the MERO sensor' EPI. Specifically, during the next lunar standstill cycle (18.6 years), this temporally constant Earth TOA flux is set as the monthly mean of the benchmark month October 2017 from the CERES SYN1 degree dataset. This monthly mean flux is chosen as it can make the TOA SW flux available all over the globe during the future 18.6 years. The all-time globally available SW TOA flux is crucially required due to the fact that the spatial distribution of the sunlit portion of the MERO-viewed area at the Earth TOA is temporally varying and this sunlit portion may sometimes not have location-matched TOA SW fluxes without the all-time globally available TOA SW flux data. Figure 10 illustrates the model-derived monthly maximum and minimum EPIs of the A15 MERO sensor over a lunar standstill period from October 2017 to June 2036. During the benchmark month of October 2017, the monthly maximum MERO sensor's SW EPI is about 0.055 W/m 2 ; however, due to the Moon's orbital variation, it would increase up to about 0.075 W/m 2 over the following 18.6 years (Figure 10a ), whereas the minimum of this SW irradiance remains at approximately 0 W/m 2 . For the MERO sensor's LW EPI, the maximum value over October 2017 is 0.077 W/m 2 , and will increase up to about 0.082 W/m 2 over the next 18.6 years; the minimum value of the benchmark month is approximately 0.062 W/m 2 and that of the future 18.6 years will decrease to 0.058 W/m 2 (Figure 10b) . These indicate that, over the period from October 2017 to June 2036, the 
Due to the variation of the angle between the orbit of the Moon and the Earth's Equator (18.30 • to 28.60 • , 18.6-year cycle), a MERO-viewed area on Earth appears to shake up and down during an 18.6-year lunar standstill cycle, which will result in differences between the MERO sensor's EPI at different Moon orbital periods. Furthermore, the apsidal precession (8.7-year cycle) of the Moon's orbit would also lead to such differences. In order to characterize the anomaly in the MERO's EPI relative to the benchmark resulting from the shift of the Moon-Earth orbit, the distribution of the Earth TOA flux is assumed as temporally constant, since the Earth TOA flux temporal variation can also cause a change to the MERO sensor' EPI. Specifically, during the next lunar standstill cycle (18.6 years), this temporally constant Earth TOA flux is set as the monthly mean of the benchmark month October 2017 from the CERES SYN1 degree dataset. This monthly mean flux is chosen as it can make the TOA SW flux available all over the globe during the future 18.6 years. The all-time globally available SW TOA flux is crucially required due to the fact that the spatial distribution of the sunlit portion of the MERO-viewed area at the Earth TOA is temporally varying and this sunlit portion may sometimes not have location-matched TOA SW fluxes without the all-time globally available TOA SW flux data. Figure 10 illustrates the model-derived monthly maximum and minimum EPIs of the A15 MERO sensor over a lunar standstill period from October 2017 to June 2036. During the benchmark month of October 2017, the monthly maximum MERO sensor's SW EPI is about 0.055 W/m 2 ; however, due to the Moon's orbital variation, it would increase up to about 0.075 W/m 2 over the following 18.6 years (Figure 10a ), whereas the minimum of this SW irradiance remains at approximately 0 W/m 2 . For the MERO sensor's LW EPI, the maximum value over October 2017 is 0.077 W/m 2 , and will increase up to about 0.082 W/m 2 over the next 18.6 years; the minimum value of the benchmark month is approximately 0.062 W/m 2 and that of the future 18.6 years will decrease to 0.058 W/m 2 ( Figure 10b) . These indicate that, over the period from October 2017 to June 2036, the Moon's orbital variation would result in up to about a 36.36% increase in the maximum A15 MERO sensor's SW EPI, and up to about a 6.49% increase and 6.45% decrease in the maximum and minimum A15 MERO sensor's LW EPIs, respectively, relative to the benchmark, which is the A15 MERO sensor's EPI over October 2017.
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Different MERO locations on the near-side of the Moon would result in a difference in the instantaneous MERO-viewed area at the Earth TOA, leading to a difference in the MERO sensor's EPI. Since the MERO's deployable region is within the area of 80.5°W-80.5°E and 81.5°S-81.5°N on the near-side of the Moon [32] , to illustrate the extreme scene, two location pairs-the EW pair (ME, 80°E, 0° and MW, 80°W, 0°) and NS pair (MN, 0°, 81°N and MS, 0°, 81°S)-are utilized. The EW pair is used to evaluate the difference in the MERO sensor's EPI resulting from the maximum longitudinal selenographic distance between two MEROs, and the NS pair is for the evaluation of the maximum latitudinal distance. Due to the temporal variation of the MERO-viewed area at the Earth TOA, such differences will change with time. The MERO sensor's EPI differences resulting from the EW pair and NS pair over the Moon's orbital period (October 1, 2017 to October 29, 2017) are illustrated in Figure 11 , which shows that the NS pair will cause up to a 36.10% difference in the MERO sensor's SW EPI, that was higher than the maximum value (20.82%) resulting from the EW pair. However, for the MERO sensor's LW EPI, this difference is much smaller, with the maximum value resulting from the EW pair (0.23%) being slightly higher than that from the NS pair (0.20%). The EW pair is used to evaluate the difference in the MERO sensor's EPI resulting from the maximum longitudinal selenographic distance between two MEROs, and the NS pair is for the evaluation of the maximum latitudinal distance. Due to the temporal variation of the MERO-viewed area at the Earth TOA, such differences will change with time. The MERO sensor's EPI differences resulting from the EW pair and NS pair over the Moon's orbital period (October 1, 2017 to October 29, 2017) are illustrated in Figure 11 , which shows that the NS pair will cause up to a 36.10% difference in the MERO sensor's SW EPI, that was higher than the maximum value (20.82%) resulting from the EW pair. However, for the MERO sensor's LW EPI, this difference is much smaller, with the maximum value resulting from the EW pair (0.23%) being slightly higher than that from the NS pair (0.20%). As indicated above, over the following 18.6 years from October 2017 to June 2036, relative to the benchmark (which is the A15 MERO sensor's EPI over October 2017), the anomaly in the MERO sensor's SW EPI resulting from the Earth TOA flux variations is within −7.65 to 8.50% and that in the MERO sensor's LW EPI is within −1.9 to 1.9%. The Moon's orbital variation would lead to up to about a 36.36% increase in the maximum MERO sensor's SW EPI, and up to an approximate 6.49% increase and 6.45% decrease in the maximum and minimum MERO sensor's LW EPIs, respectively, relative to the benchmark. Furthermore, the anomaly in the MERO sensor's SW EPI resulting from the MERO's deployment location is up to 36.10% relative to the benchmark, and that in the MERO sensor's LW EPI is up to 0.23%. All of these suggest that the maximum sensor's SW EPI of a MERO, which can be located anywhere within the MERO deployable region, over the future 18.6 years will be greater than the maximum of the benchmark by less than 80.96%. Note that the maximum and minimum SW EPIs of the benchmark are 0.065 and 0 W/m 2 , respectively ( Figure 7 ). On the other hand, for the sensor's LW EPI, such an increase in the maximum value and decrease in the minimum value compared to the benchmark would be less than 8.62% and 8.58%, respectively. In particular, the maximum and minimum LW EPIs of the benchmark are about 0.075 and 0.061 W/m 2 , respectively. In summary, over the next lunar standstill period from October 2017 to June 2036, the sensor's SW EPI of any given location MERO, located within the MERO deployable region, would vary between 0 and 0.118 W/m 2 , while the range of the MERO sensor's LW EPI is from 0.056 to 0.081 W/m 2 .
In this paper, we established a framework for the MERO sensor's EPI estimation. However, a limitation still exists in the model. The SW radiance exiting the Earth TOA is currently set as isotropic when in fact it should be anisotropic. In order to estimate the EPI more precisely, a function to reasonably characterize such anisotropy is crucially needed.
Conclusions
A Moon-based Earth radiation observatory (MERO) could provide longer-term continuous measurements of radiation exiting the Earth system when compared to the current satellite-based platforms. For the parameterization of a MERO sensor, quantifying the entrance pupil irradiances (EPI) is of great importance. However, little research has focused on such EPI. In this study, we built a shortwave (SW) (0.3-5 µm) and longwave (LW) (5-200 µm) EPI estimating model for a simplified single-pixel MERO sensor. For the model application, the sensor's EPIs for a hypothetic MERO located at the Apollo 15 landing site were evaluated. The results showed that the SW EPI would vary from 0 to 0.065 W/m 2 , and the LW EPI ranged between 0.061 and 0.075 W/m 2 from October 1 to October 29, 2017. Additionally, we also utilized this model to predict the SW and LW EPIs for a Figure 11 . Time series of (a) differences in the MERO sensor's SW entrance pupil irradiance (EPI) and (b) differences in the LW EPI, resulting from the hypothetical EW MERO location pair and from the NS MERO location pair over a Moon's orbital period from October 1, 2017 to October 29, 2017.
As indicated above, over the following 18.6 years from October 2017 to June 2036, relative to the benchmark (which is the A15 MERO sensor's EPI over October 2017), the anomaly in the MERO sensor's SW EPI resulting from the Earth TOA flux variations is within −7.65 to 8.50% and that in the MERO sensor's LW EPI is within −1.9 to 1.9%. The Moon's orbital variation would lead to up to about a 36.36% increase in the maximum MERO sensor's SW EPI, and up to an approximate 6.49% increase and 6.45% decrease in the maximum and minimum MERO sensor's LW EPIs, respectively, relative to the benchmark. Furthermore, the anomaly in the MERO sensor's SW EPI resulting from the MERO's deployment location is up to 36.10% relative to the benchmark, and that in the MERO sensor's LW EPI is up to 0.23%. All of these suggest that the maximum sensor's SW EPI of a MERO, which can be located anywhere within the MERO deployable region, over the future 18.6 years will be greater than the maximum of the benchmark by less than 80.96%. Note that the maximum and minimum SW EPIs of the benchmark are 0.065 and 0 W/m 2 , respectively ( Figure 7 ). On the other hand, for the sensor's LW EPI, such an increase in the maximum value and decrease in the minimum value compared to the benchmark would be less than 8.62% and 8.58%, respectively. In particular, the maximum and minimum LW EPIs of the benchmark are about 0.075 and 0.061 W/m 2 , respectively. In summary, over the next lunar standstill period from October 2017 to June 2036, the sensor's SW EPI of any given location MERO, located within the MERO deployable region, would vary between 0 and 0.118 W/m 2 , while the range of the MERO sensor's LW EPI is from 0.056 to 0.081 W/m 2 .
A Moon-based Earth radiation observatory (MERO) could provide longer-term continuous measurements of radiation exiting the Earth system when compared to the current satellite-based platforms. For the parameterization of a MERO sensor, quantifying the entrance pupil irradiances (EPI) is of great importance. However, little research has focused on such EPI. In this study, we built a shortwave (SW) (0. . This suggests that current technology could meet the requirement of the MERO sensor's design specification in EPI.
In the actual design, a MERO sensor should have multiple pixels either for the SW and LW channel, since the spatial resolution depends on the number of the pixels. There is spatial-temporal variability in the Earth radiation. The multi-pixel non-scanner MERO instrument has the potential to provide long-term continuous data with adequate spatial resolution to characterize such spatial dependence. Though this study only established an EPI estimating model for a simplified single-pixel sensor, this model could still be implemented to ascertain the pixel-scale EPI for the prospective multiple-pixel non-scanner instrument with some improvements. The most important next step is to ascertain the temporal spatial distribution of the relatively smaller pixel-viewed area on Earth, which can be derived from the combination of the MERO-viewed area positioning approach that we proposed in this study and the pixel array structure. 
